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ABSTRACT 

The identification of causes and phenomena associated with crime is one of the most popular 

goals in criminology, especially in view of its practical value and the belief that such 

identifications are useful when seeking to correct or control criminal behavior. 

The utility of discovering causes must, however, be qualifi ed. Understanding and processing of 

offenders' records is one method to learn about both crime and the individuals who in volve in 

misdeeds so that po lice can take crime prevention measures accordingly. 

Though data on criminals are continuously being gathered, they are not effectively being utilized 

for extracting patterns that can be used for effective management of crimes. This is mainly due to 

the inadequacy of the human brain to search for complex and multifactor dependencies in data 

and the lack of objectiveness in such analysis demanded a computerized approach. 

Developments in the informat ion and communication technologies have made it possible for 

organizations to collect, store and manipulate massive amount of data. One such development is 

Bayesian Network. 

In this study, the main objective of the research is to develop a predictive model for factors that 

constitute higher crime trends in Addis Ababa which makes use of Bayesian Network modeling 

techniques. For this purpose, published literatures in related areas have been studied together 

with the review of different Bayes ian Network modeling approaches. Different tools and 

teclmiques supporting such task were examined by taking into consideration their application to 

the problem domain. In addition, an experiment is conducted to explore the potential of Bayesian 
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network in modeling factors that constitute higher cnme trend using personal identification 

record of criminals. 

For the purpose of the experimentation 1572 criminal reco rds were collected from the Addis 

Ababa Police Commission. The records were manually and automatically further preprocessed to 

make them compatible with software used. Important attributes that are considered relevant fo r 

the construct ing predictive model for higher crime trends were selected. 

After preprocessing the data, a learning classifier is used to learn from the training data and use 

this classifier to classify new data. A model is constructed for the best learned model from data. 

Based on the experimental data, a Bayesian performance prediction model was developed where 

73.25 % prediction accuracy was first observed. Further experiments and modification of the 

prediction model increased the level of prediction accuracy to 75.78 %. 

Finally, Three Phase Dependency Analysis in particular and Bayesian network 111 general is 

found applicable for modeling determinant factors for higher crime trends. 
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discovering causes must, however, be qualified. Knowing what causes crime is not necessarily 
the same as reducing or addressing crime. Causation refers to factors or phenomena that have to 
be present (necessary or sufficient condi ti ons) to precipitate crime. It is argued, however, that 
causal relationships are images created out of past experiences rather than observed reality. "No 
force can be directly observed coming from poverty, economic inequality, or deviant fri ends that 
drives a person to commit a crime. Conversely, no force can be observed coming from a well 
developed superego, a stake in conformity, or a strong belief in the rules in society that restrains a 
person from committing a crime" (DiCri stina, 1995). 

Generally, groups of factors have been universally regarded as contributing to crime. The factors 
can be categorized as societal (income inequality, poverty, cultural norms, gender inequality) 
community based (povet1y, unemployment, drug trade), relationship based (poor parenting, 
marital discord, peer pressure, parental conflict) and individual based (alcohol abuse, 
psychological disorder, crime hi story, victim of child maltreatment) (WHO, 2007). 

However, more emphasis is still placed on the social contex t in which the person functions, 
taking limited note of the individual , characterized by his or her unique personality composition. 

1.2 Statement of the Problem 
In the period between 5000 BC and 1692 AD the high crime rate would have been blamed on 
demonic influences or during the period between 3500 BC and 1630 AD, on the zodiac or 
planetary influences (Letwin, 2002). Today, the causes of crime should be sought far beyond 
these factors. Although people have different perceptions of the reasons underpinning crime, few 
studies have attempted to explore the magnitude or the causes of crime (Glanz, 1996). 
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According to the UN-HABITAT (2007) report, the impacts of crime and violence are 
multidimensional. Apart from injury and death, victims of crime suffer long- lasting 
psychological trauma and subsequently li ve with the fear of crime. At the national level, crime 
and violence are impediments to fo reign investment, contributing to capi tal fli ght, brain drain 
and hinder international tourism. 

Fajnzylber et al. (1 999) stated that the concern with crime is well justifi ed given its pernicious 
effects on economic activity and, more generally, on the quality of life of people who must cope 
with the reduced sense of personal and propri etary security. Despite the fact that violent crime is 
emerging as a priority in policy agendas worldwide, little is known regarding the economic, 
social, and institutional factors that make some countries have hi gher crime rates than others o r 
make a country experience a change in its crime rate . 

Different stakeholders (including the domain experts) have different assumptions and estimations 
concerning the reasons behind the current causes for higher crime trends. The differences in 
assumptions might have come from considering the very di verse background of the criminals; 
therefore it is diffi cult ' to generalize the root causes unless a sound scienti fi e procedure IS 
adopted. As such, no strong solutions have been dev ised so far to address the problem. 

Accord ing to Thakur (2003), the causes for the growing rate of crime include unemployment, 
economic backwardness, over population , illiteracy and inadequate equipment of police force. 

Fleisher (1966) and Ehrlich (1973) examined the effect of unemployment rates , income levels, 
and income di sparities on the incidence of crime. Though their findin gs on the effects of average 
income levels are contradictory, both authors find a significant crime-inducing impact of 
unemployment and income inequali ty. 
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Freeman (1992) found that youth in poverty are more li kely to be arrested and go to jail than 

others. Tauchen and Witte (1994) found that in a sample of yOW1g men, going to work or school 

tends to reduce the probability of being involved in criminal activities. On the other hand, the 

effect of education on crime reduction is controversial in most studies. For example, Ehrlich 

(1975) found a positive relationship between the average number of school years completed by 

the adul t population and property crimes. 

According to the UN-HABITAT (2007) repol1, several factors influence the incidence of crime 

and violence. These include economic and political circumstances that produce opportunities and 

incentives for criminal behaviors and violent acts, as well as the situations that frame 

victimization. Their report also associated other factors with urban crime and violence include 

poverty, w1employment, income inequality, intergenerational transmission of violence as 

reflected in the continuous witnessing of parental abuse during childhood, the rapid pace of 

urbanization, poor urban planning design and management and growth in youthful population. 

CS&CPC (2007) reported that cnme is primarily the outcome of multiple adverse social, 

economiC, cultural and family conditions. To prevent cnme it IS important to have an 

understanding of its roots. They also stated that these roots are complex and interrelated. They 

categorized crime as the consequence of economic factors, social environment, and fami ly 

structures. 

According to Don (200 I), the debate about what causes crime arises because of failure to attend 

to the distinction between proximate and distal causes of crime. One proximate cause of 

involvement in crime is association with youthful offenders and the other distal causes crime is 

poor parenting. 
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To handle crime there is always a need for prudent crime prevention strategies and policies. To 

create effective prevention strategies and policies, law enforcement organizations like police 

needs to learn factors that constitnte higher crime trend (Wilson 1963). Understanding and 

processing of offender records is one method to learn about both crime and the individuals who 

involve in misdeeds so that police can take crime prevention measures accordingly (Brown 

2003). This could be a lot helpful in crime analysis to identify crime patterns and series, forecast 

future occurrences of crime, identify likely victims of crime, provide investigative leads, solve 

open cases, and provide supporting data for community policing progran1s and departmental 

planning efforts (Susan, 2004). 

Though Data on criminals are continuously being gathered, due to lack of appropriate tool they 

are not effectively being utilized for extracting patterns that can be used for the effective 

management of crimes. Criminals' records analysis made by using traditional methods focuses on 

problems with only manageable number of variables and cases than may be encountered in real 

world. This is mainly because as the number of cases and variables increases, efficient analysis of 

the records becomes beyond the human capacity to discover new and unanticipated patterns and 

relationships that are hidden in conventional databases (Plate et aI. , 1997). 

The problem of crime has harassed society down through the ages. The struggle between law 

observance and anti-social behavior is as old as man. To comprehend the question of crime and 

its dangerous influence upon mankind, it is necessary to understand man and the various factors 

which motivate his activity. 

According to the Don (200 I), criminal behavior cannot be explained by anyone element. The 

make-up of man is so complicated, the changes of environment so intricate, that it is impossible 
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to focus the spotlight of understanding on anyone factor as the cause of crime. The developments 

of nation, the economic, social and political factors which go hand in hand with its advancement, 

are valuable considerations in a study of crime causation. The value of research work into mental 

and physical characteristics of wrong-doers has also added much to the study of crime. 

Much criminological research involves trying to determine whether a particular factor increases 

the risk of involvement in crime when other possible risk factors are controlled (i.e. held 

constant). Of course, the discovery of a statistical association between some factor and crime 

never provides any guarantee that the factor in question causes crime, even when attempts have 

been made to control for other relevant factors. Identifying the causes of crime is never easy or 

certain (Don 2001). 

Heckerman, (1996) explained that Bayesian network has the ability to reason under complex and 

uncertain situations. It is preferred than conventional methods based on exact inference because it 

produces models that are more accurate for prediction. They also encode the correlation between 

the input variables 

This research focuses on developing a model to investigate how social, economical, and case 

related factors affect the extent of crime. 

Based on the foregoing discussions, the following major questions guided the research work: 

What are the major factors that affect the criminals to commit the crime? 

How are these attributes dependent on each other? 

How can one build the Bayesian network based on these attributes? 

How accurate this would be? 
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1.3 Objective 

The general objective of the research is to investigate the potential app li cability of Bayesian 

bel ief network in developing a model that can support police officers, po licy makers, and 

planners to identify the major determinants of crimes and interrelationship among the main 

factors in the effort of preventing and contro lling crime. 

In order to ach ieve the general objective ind icated above, the research have the following specific 

objecti ves 

... To identify the determinant factors that determines the seriousness of the crime. 

... To model the interdependencies among these factors using the Bayesian network. 

... To experiment with Bayesian network as uncertainty management technique. 

... To see the applicabi li ty of the Bayesian network in pattern extraction on the personal 

identification record of the criminals 

... Build and test models using the selected too ls and technologies. 

1.4 Methodology 

This section provides a brief introduction to the approaches carri ed out in order to address the 

above research quest ions. 

1.4.1 Attribute Selection 

In order to reduce the complexity of the work being done in terms of identifying the most 

relevant cri me label determinant factors, it is important to identify the common attributes to 

address the issue. Review of lite(atures, formal and informal interviews were condtlctcd with 
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police officers to select important attributes that are considered relevant for the purpose of the 

research. 

1.4.2 Data Collection 

The major task that was performed at this stage was to identify and co llect the relevant dataset for 

the purpose of the research work at hand . Since the specific steps and tasks at thi s stage 

determine the final result of the research work. much effo r1 was made in creating the ri ght dataset 

that is representative of the population by collecting data from all sorts of crime proportionall y 

using random sampling method. 

The data that that was used for the purpose of this research was collected from the Addis Aba ba 

Police Commission. The personal identification records of offenders which contain offenders' 

education leve l, employment status, the kind of occupation they invo lve in, the ir age and other 

issues related to that specific crime is used for constructing the model. The number of records 

that are used for this research is 1572 records. 

1.4.3 Data Preparation 

This was a step where the collected data was arranged into a form that is suitable for the 

particular Bayesian-belief network tool. In other words it was just to prepare the data for analysis 

purpose so that it was compatible with requirements of the belief network software tool. At this 

stage pre-processing tasks like handling noisy data, unknown values, miss ing values and 

summarization of data was performed by taking into account the selected tool and techniques. 

Data summari zation, for instance, included changing the values of some attributes to catego rical 

labels. This has enabled to effectively apply Bayesian bel ief network. 
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1.4.4 Model Building 

In order to build the intended model, the Bayes ian network was used. Its diffe rent tools 

supporting such task were examined by taking into consideration their applicabili ty to the 

problem domain. Among the publicly available modeling techniques, the BN PowerSoft Package 

was found to perform better than other softwares with respect to its effi ciency and being able to 

incorporate domain knowledge. As a result it was used for both assessing the prediction 

perfonnance of the class ifiers as well as for building the model. For evaluating the prediction 

performance of the class ifier the BN PowerPredictor was used. For constructing the model, the 

BN PowerConstructor was used. 

After building the model the next task that was perfonned were evaluating or assessing and 

interpreting the results of the selected model. Experts in the area of crime were also consulted 

during the model building process. Based on the assessment and evaluation of such models the 

best model that had produced the best prediction accuracy was selected. And thi s has provided a 

good ground for result interpretation and recommendation. 

1.5 Scope and Limitation of the Study 

The scope of the research is limited to assessing the potential applicability of belief network 

technologies in supporting the crime prevention activities in Addis Ababa region. More 

specifically the research is delimited to modeling the determinant factors in committing crimes 

only for personal identification records of offenders which are more imp011ant than case records 

or arrest records. The major limitations while unde11aking thi s research was the absence of full 

detail s about a given crime for some records. This had a constraint on the dimensionali ty and 

amount of data to be collected apart from creating workload on data preprocessing task. 
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In addition to thi s, due to sensitivity of the data the commission made a complete inspection so 

that the information being gathered does not di spose the personal identity of the criminals and 

lose their credibility. They were afraid that the data mi ght be used for other purpose other than 

for academic purpose. This had limited the number of data that we collect, the kind of 

information they provide and the extent of time spent in collecting the required information. 

The causes of any glven crime attribute to the interaction of several psychological, social, 

neurophysiologic, and genetic variables. Unfortunately, many of these important attributes which 

are considered relevant by many scholars were not incorporated due to the unavailability of these 

attributes on the personal identification record of the criminals. Though the record keepings in 

Addis Ababa Police Commission are starting to be automated, many of the records are still 

manual which has created huge workload due to intensive preprocessing requirements so as to 

make data compatible with software package used. 

1.6 Thesis Organization 

This thesis is organized into five chapters. The first chapter briefly introduces the background of 

the area, the objectives, the methodology and the scope of the research. The second chapter deal s 

with criminology and related literatures in the area of crime, causes of crime and other issues 

related in one way or another with the research area under investigation. 

Chapter three introduces the basics of Bayesian network followed by a detailed description of 

learning in Bayesian networks. This chapter also included the applications of the Bayesian 

networks in the field of crime. Chapter four deals with experimental works related to 

development of predictive model for higher crime trend. Chapter five ends in giving concluding 

remarks as well as directions for future work. 
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2.1 Introduction 

CHAPTER TWO 

CRIMINOLOGY 

The main aim of this research is to investigate the application of Bayesian network technique for 

modeling risk factors that influence offenders to commit crime using the personal identification 

record obtained from Addis Ababa Police Commission. To this end the chapter attempts to 

review crime, ·criminals and causes of crime as background for subsequent chapters discussed. 

Furthermore, the trend of crime in Ethiopia is also described. 

2.2 Crime and Criminals 

Thakur (2003) has defined crime as an act or omission of an act which is punishable by law. 

However, an act considered as crime in one place and time may not be true in another place or 

time. 

According to Andargachew (l988), a criminal is an individual who has violated the legally 

forbidden act. In fact, there are some factors that have to be taken into account to convict whether 

a person should be considered as a criminal or not. Among these, an individual should be 

competent age in the light with law of the land and there must be a well-predefined punishment 

for the particular act committed. 

Sutherland and Cressey, cited in (Andargachew, 1988), stated that an act would be considered as 

crime when it is prohibited by the criminals law. Criminal law, on the other hand, refers to a body 

of specific rules regarding human conduct, which have been explicitly stated by the political 

authority. 
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Crime has increasingly become as complex as human nature. Modern technological advancement 

and tremendous progress in communication have facilitated criminals of every corner of the 

world to commit a crime using the sophisticated equipment in one place and then escape to 

another place (Thakur, 2003). 

2.3 Importance of Crime Cause Identification 

Just as there are many different types and kinds of vio lence, there are many different 

criminological explanations of violence. Siegel (2004) documents eight different exp lanations 

(personal traits, ineffective families, substance abuse, human inst incts, regional values, cul tural 

va lues, gangs and fireann availability). He further stated that it is customary to di stinguish 

between instmmental (an attempt to improve one's fi nancial or social position) and expressive (an 

attempt to vent rage, anger, or fmstration) violence. It may be that humans are hard-wired to 

admire, mimic, or be violent, but biologists are continually telling us that there is no inborn 

tendency for violence, and anthropologists also tell us that history is full of stories of peace

loving, matrilinea l tribes. However, psychologica l and sociological perspectives have the most to 

say about the causes of cri minal violence as it exists today. 

The tenn criminology derives from the Latin word 'cri men' , translated as "offence", and is 

introduced by the anthropologist Paul Topinard in 1889 (Maqu ire, 1999). Criminologists use a 

variety of scientific methods to investigate criminal behavior and related topics. However, 

because crime penetrates almost all areas of social life, the scope of criminological studies is 

virtually unl imited. Therefore, as a di scipline, criminology is defined as the scientific study of 

crime and (not ions) of crime control (Nelken , 1994). 
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In general the different role players need to consider the following aspects in order to come to a 

proper understanding of the crime situation and to develop strategies to address crime 

holistically. 

To handle CrIme it demands the need for a multidimensional perspective and interactive 

approach. "Criminals" should not be regarded as being isolated from the rest of society, since 

criminal acts require complicity from others. This implies that all relevant factors should be taken 

into account, such as the offender's hi story and personality; the offender's mental state and 

physical condition at the time of the criminal event; the nature of the offence; the offender's 

reason for committing the crime; relation to and interaction with the victim; the harm suffered by 

the victim and society; as well as precipitating and situational factors contributing to the criminal 

event. The person will then be recognized as a unique human being by taking into account his/her 

biological and psychological make-up as well as the social context in which he/she functions. 

(Naude and Prinsloo, 1999) 

In the process of creating an all inclusive solution the knowledge of the expe11ise of the 

criminologists can also be used. As important role-players, they are able to identify causes of 

crime by conducting offender-based research and offender or victim assessment, and can thus 

contribute to a holi stic approach to the prevention of crime. (Naude and Prinsloo, 1999) 

In the process of developing cost effective Cl'llne prevention programs and strategies, the 

government as well as the community must be involved in order to draft and impose an all

inclusive crime prevention policy. The approach must be multi-d imensional in order to include 

various crime prevention models and their programs. Preventive models and their programs must 

be based on the root causes of crime, factors enabling crime (crime opportunities) and specific 
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crimes. The umqueness of crime patterns and causes in a specific area must be taken into 

consideration when the crime prevention plan is prepared. (DiCristina, 1995) 

2.4 Trends of Crime in Ethiopia 

In Ethiopia, the police organization was estab lished in 1942 under the proclamation No.6 as an 

autonomous institution with the responsibility of preventing and investigating crime incidents. In 

1966 the police institution was put under the then Interior Minster. Since its establ ishment, the 

pol ice organization structure extended to the lower administration level which includes "woreda" 

and sometime "kebele" leve l. (Mesfin, 1999) 

Due to the new constitution adopted in 1994, the Ethiopian govenunent has been exercising 

federal political system and hence both the structure and authority is changed accordingly. 

According to proclamation No. 1 alticie 50, regional governments are duly responsible to 

establish all the necessary administrati ve levels in their respective region. As a resu lt , Add is 

Ababa Police Commission has become responsible for maintaining law and order in its respective 

region together with other concerned agencies. Along with the prevention and investigation of 

crime, po lice makes use of previous crime reports and data as an input for the fom1Ulation of 

crime prevention policies and strategic plans (Wilson 1963). 

In Ethiopia, crime statistics (of the Addis Ababa Police Commission) has shown that the rate of 

crime is increasing stead ily. A sample survey conducted in the year 2000 by the research team of 

the Addis Ababa Police Commission has shown that in 2000 more than 5 1,000 crimes have been 

reported to the police (Addis Ababa Police Commission 2000). 
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3.1 Introduction 

CHAPTER THREE 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

In thi s chapter different Bayesian network modeling teclmiques and methods are discussed in 

relation to graphical probabilistic model learning from data. Important issues related to learn ing 

classifiers from data and model building are also di scussed in line wi th the Bayes ian network. 

3.2 Basics of Bayesian Network 

3.2.1 Prior and conditional probability 

The unconditional or prior probability associated with a propos ition A is the degree of belief 

accorded to it in the absence of any other information. It is written as P (A). Prior probabilities 

are used when there is no other information. For example, the probability that a typical crime 

being committed by a middle aged person, denoted by P (Age=Middle age) =0.5, is the degree of 

belief accorded to a crime being committed by a middle aged person in the absence of any other 

detail. As soon as some new information is known, we must reason with the cond itional 

probability of A given thi s new information. For example, the probability of the crime being 

committed by middle aged person given that the crime label rate is very serious, P (Age= Middl e 

age I CrimelabRate = Very Serious) . 

Accordingly, the probability of some event A, given the occurrence of some other event B written 

P(A IE) [read "the probability of A, given E" ] , where A and B are any propos itions, is used to 

represent the conditional probability that A will occur given that B has already occurred. For 

instance, we might ask "what is the probability that a medium age people to invo lve in the serious 

crime?" .This might be symbolized as P(Age = Middle agel CrimelabRate= serious). 
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for encoding uncertain expert knowledge in expert systems (Heckerman , 1995). The fie ld of 

Bayesian networks has grown enormously over the last few years, with theoretical anci 

computational developments in many areas. Bayesian networks are a lso known as belief 

networks, causal probabilistic networks, causal nets, grap hical probab ility networks, and 

probabi listic influence diagrams (Rahel, 2005). 

A Bayesian network is used to model a domain contain ing uncertainty in some maimer (Haulya 

and Erba, 2005). It is a graphical model for probabil istic relati onsh ips among a set of variab les 

and is composed of directed acyclic graphs (OAGs) in which the nodes represent the random 

variables of interest, and the links represent informational or causal dependencies among the 

variables (Pearl, 1997). Here, each node contains the states of the random variable and it 

represents a conditional probability table. The CPT of a node contains probabilities of the node 

being in a specific state given the states of its parents (Jensen et a!., 1996). Furthermore, edges 

reflect cause-effect relations within the domain. These effects are normally not completely 

deterministic. The strength of an effect is modeled as a probabil ity. 

Bayesian networks help us answer questions such as: What is the probability that a random 

variable will be in a given state if we have observed the values of some other random vari ables. 

They can also suggest what could be the best choice for acquiring new evidence since the route 

from the class label or any node to its successor or predecessor node is known. Conditional 

probabi lities are important for bui lding Bayesian networks. But Bayesian networks are also built 

to faci litate the calculation of conditional probabilities, namely the conditional probabilit ies for 

variables of interest given the data (also called evidence) at hand. (Cowell , 1999) 
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Pearl ( 1988) represented a Bayes ian network by BN = ( N, A, 0 ), where ( N, A) is a directed 

acyclic graph (DAG) each node n € N represents a domain vari able and each arc a € A between 

nodes represents a probabi listic dependency between the associated nodes. Associated with each 

node nj € N is a conditional probability table (CPT), co llective ly represented by e = {OJ}, which 

quantifies how much a node depends on its parents (Pearl, 1988). 

Russel and Norvig (2003) stated that the structure of a Bayesian network is a graphical 

illustration of the interactions among the set of variables that it models. They explained the full 

specification as foll ows : 

(i) A set of random vari ables makes up the nodes of the network and which are al so selected 

either by the domain experts or by reviewing di fferent li teratures relating to the problem domain; 

(ii) A set of directed links connects pairs of nodes. If there is a directed link from node A to node 

B, A is said to be a parent of B; 

(iii) Each set contains a finite set of mutually exclusive states; 

(iv) Each node A has a conditional probability table P(AI par(A» that quantifies the effect of the 

parents on the node. If the variable A does not have any parent, then the table can be replaced by 

prior probabilities, i.e. P (A); 

(v) The variables coupled with the directed edges construct a directed acyclic graph (DAG) . DAG 

refers to a graph where all of the edges in the graph are directed and there are no cycles. The key 

advantage of not allowing cycles is that it makes poss ible very fast update al gorith ms, since there 

is no way for probabilistic influence to "cycle around" indefin itely 
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worker' and 'Unemployed'; ' CrimeLabRate ' has three states: 'Very Serious' , 'Serious ' and 
' Medium' . 

Using the probabilistic chain rule, the joint probability distribution can be written in the product 
form. For a node with no parents it needs only to compute the table for CPT containing its states. 
For example in figure 3.1 , the nodes ' Religion' and 'LevEducation' contain CPT table containing 
only their own states. But for nodes which have parents they need to include their parent' s state 
in their CPT table including theirs in the CPT table. For instance, the number of entries for the 
CPT of ' Occupation ' is the products of its poss ible states multiplied by the number of entri es of 
each of its parents. The numbers of entries for the ' Occupation' are 64 (4x4x4). 

For each variable, we need to specify a table of conditional probability distributions, one for each 
configuration of states of its parents. P(Religion), P(LevEducation), P(Occupation ! Religion, 
Lev Education) and P(CrimeLabRate ! Occupation) are required to build the CPT tables for 
the Figure 3.1. 

II '." 
, I ---I Se' ~ducationStatu~ ' (MaritalStat ~el~lo~ ;:: '""" 

20.6Ofo 
. ELEMENTARY AND JUNIOR 29.1% -

W ILUTRATE 10.5% 
. ::'\ . . SECONDARY 39.8% ~mmittedln9ro~ '-"~-.... • "'f2 ACTIVE 35.6% - '-1 NO I 63.8% ! 

MEDIUM 35.0% 
YES! 36.2% ! 

VERYACTM 29.4% 

~rim_ei:.abRat~ (Age_d) 
~ 

EducationStatus COLLEGE ELEMENTARY AND JUNIOR ILUTRATE SEeO Dependent " 0 YES NO YES NO YES NO <35.66666 34.6% 84.0% 52 .2% 94.3% 55.2% 71 .8% 56 .3% >35.6666))<55.33333 51 .2% 9.0% 37 .1"10 1.8% 17 .7% 21.8% 39,6Of~ ;:.,55.33333 14 .2% 7.1% 10.7% 3.9% 27. 1% 6.4% 4.1% 

Figure 3. 2: Conditional probability table USll1g Bayesian Network 111 Java tool for nodes 
educational status, age, crime scene and commitment of crime in group. 
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When we multiply the conditional for each variable, we get the joi nt probability which is defined 

by the product rule (chain rule) as fo llows: 

= P(a d az, ··· , an)P(azla), ... , an)P(a), ... , an) 

= P(a d az, ... , an)P(azl a), ... , an)P(a)I34, ... , an) P(a4, ... , an) 

= P(ad a2, · · · , an)P(azl a), . .. , an) .... PCan.l I an)P(an) 

;=11 

= TI P (a i I p ar(a i» ..... ................. ... ........... . .... ............. ....... (3.8) 

;=1 

This property of joint probability di stributions is called the general factorization property. Note 

that this product rule allows for any ordering of variables in the factorization. 

For example, 

P (Religion, LevEducation, Occupation) = P (Religion) * P (LevEducation) * P (Occupation I 

Religion, Lev Education) *P (CrimcLabRate I Occupation) 

P (Religion, LevEducation, Occupation) = P (Religion I Lev Education) P (LevEducation) * 

* P (Occupationl Religion , LevEducation) *P (CrimeLabRatel Religion, LcvEducation , 

Occupation) 

The above two equations for the given attributes are equal using the concepts of independence 

and conditional independence. Dependence between two events occurs when the probabi lity of 

an event depends on the knowledge of the other event. 
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In the above figure, figure 3. 1, knowledge of the 'Religion' is not dependent on the value of 

'LevEducation ' . As a result we denote their relationship as P(Religion I LevEducation ) = 

P(Religion), i.e., Religion is independent of the educational status of the criminal. 

In a similar manner events are condionally independent, if for every pair (a, c) , P( A = al B,C = c) 

remains constant as B varies. We, therefore, say that A is conditionally independent ofB given C. 

We can therefore drop B from the conditional probability P(AIB,C) altogether and rewrite the 

representation as: 

P (AIB,C) = P(AIc) (3.9) 

Using this equation we get P( CrimeLabRatel LevEducation, Religion, Occupation) = 

P(CrimeLabRatel Occupation), i.e., CrimeLabRate is conditionally independent of Religion and 

LevEducation given Occupation. Independence and conditional independence can be illustrated 

from the Bayesian network. Considering predecessors ( LevEducation, Religion) and their 

successor at the bottom(CrimeLabRate, Occupation ). Given their parents, each node or variable 

is conditional independent of its predecessor if there does not exist a directed arc from the 

predecessors to successors. Since there does not exist cycles in the network such relationship 

exists among variables in the network. Figure 3.1 can be used to illustrate these relationships 

among variables. For example, since there does not exist an arc from Religion to LevEducation, 

Religion and LevEducation are independent of each other. Similarly the lack of an arc from the 

Religion to CrimeLabRate and from LevEducation to CrimeLabRate can be an evidence for that 

the rate of crime label is conditionally independent of the religion and the educational status of 

the criminal given their successor occupation of the criminal. 
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3.3.2.2 Structure Learning 

According to Rahel (2005), the process of learning Bayesian networks from data takes four 

different form s, in terms of whether the structure of the network is known and whether the data is 

complete. These are: 

);> Unknown network structure and complete data 

);> Known network structure and complete data 

);> Unknown network structure and incomplete data 

);> Known network structure and incomplete data. 

Learning with complete data indicates that the training data contains no missing values, while, 

learning with incomplete data indicates that some piece of information in the data are not known 

(missing). One point to remember here is that each case has its own learning algorithms. 

There are two general approaches to graphical probabilistic model learning from data, the search 

&scoring methods and the dependency analysis (Constraint Based) methods. 

Search &scoring methods, these algorithms Vlew the learning problem as to search for a 

structure that can fit the data best. They start with a graph without any edges, and then use some 

search method to add an edge to the graph. After that, they use some scoring method to see if the 

new structure is better than the old one. If it is, they keep the newly added edge and try to add 

another one. This process continues unti l no new structure is better than the previous one. 

Different scoring criteria have been applied in these algoritlmls to evaluate a structure, such as 

Bayesian scoring method (Cooper and Herskovits, 1992; Heckerman el. ar, 1994; Ramoni and 

Sebastiani, 1996), entropy based method (Herskovits, 1991), minimum description length method 

(MDL) (Suzuki, 1996; Lam and Bacchus, 1994), and minimum message length method (Wallace 
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et. at., 1996). Most of these algorithms apply heuristic search methods. To reduce the search 

space, many of these algorithms require node ordering. 

In the second approach, the learning problem is viewed differently. Since a structure encodes 

many dependencies of the underlying model, the algoritluns of this approach try to discover the 

dependencies from the data, and then use these dependencies to infer the structure. These 

algorithms are referred as CI (Conditional Independence) based algorithms or constraint-based 

algorithms (Spirtes and Glymour 1996; Cheng et at. 1997). The dependency relationships are 

measured by using some kind of conditional independence test. The BN structure encodes a 

group of conditional independence relationships among the nodes, according to the concept of d

separation (Pearl, 1988). Using some statistical tests (such as Chi-squared test and mutual 

information test), it can find the conditional independence relationships among the attributes and 

use these relationships as constraints to construct a BN. 

Different algoritluns have been developed to handle both approaches. According to Cheng et al 

(1998), although some of these algorithms can give good results on some benchmark data sets, 

there are still several problems related to: 

• Node ordering requirement. Many of the previous algorithms assume that node ordering is 

available. Unfortunately, in many times this is not the case. 

• Lack of efficiency. Some recent algorithms do not need node ordering, but they are generally 

not very efficient. All practicable dependency analysis based algorithms require exponential 

numbers of Condition Independence (CI) tests. 

• Lack of publicly available learning tools. Although there are many algorithms for this task, 

only a few Bayesian network learning systems are publicly available. 
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possible values are performed. Second , automatic detem1ination of the structure of the graph 

based on a dataset is performed. This can be implemented with the approaches either 

Constrained-based or Scol·c-based. Third, automatic calculation of the conditional probabi li ty 

distribution (parameter) is performed. 

TPDA learning algorithm with unknown structure (without a given node ordel'ing) takes a 

database table as input and constructs a Bayesian network structure as output. Since node 

ordering is not given as input, this algorithm has to deal with two major problems (Rahel, 2005): 

I. How to determine if two nodes are conditionall y independent, and 

II. How to orient the edges in a learned graph. 

As described by Cheng et al. (1997), the algorithm has four phases: drafting (connecting arcs 

accord ing to the mutual information of each node pair), thickening (adding the missed arcs), 

thinning (removing unwanted arcs) and orienting edges (adjusting the directions of the arcs) . 

3.3.2.2.2 Structure Learning for Given Node Ordering (TPDA-II) 

This algorithm takes as input both a table of database entries and a node ordering and constructs a 

Bayesian network structure as output. 

The first three phases of this algoritlun are the same as the TPDA algorithm descri bed in the 

previous section. However, the last phase (orienting edges) described above, is not implemented 

in thi s algorithm, since the direction of the arcs are decided by the node ordering provided. The 

main features involved in these three phases, according to the discuss ions of Rahel (2005), are 

the fo llowing: 
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I. When direct cause and effect relations are available, it uses them as a basis for generating a 

draft in phase I. 

II. In phase II , the algorithm will try to add an arc only if it agrees with the domain knowledge. 

lIT. In phase III , the algorithm will not try to remove an arc if it is al ready specified by experts. 

3.4 Related Research Work 

In recent years app licabi lity of the Bayesian network is increasing due to capacity to reason for 

complex and uncertain situation. Some of the researches that were conducted in areas related to 

crime and those predictions employed using Bayesian network are reviewed below. 

Leul (2004) used the data mll1ll1g techniques for extracting patterns that exist 111 personal 

identification record of criminals. In his research, neural network and deci sion tree were used for 

extraction of the patterns. He divided the dataset into training and testing datasets. After training 

the classifier using both neural network and decision tree, the decision tree provided better result 

as compared to neural network over the test data. And he obtained sati sfactory result. 

Kelli (2005) used the Bayesian network modeling technique to model the criminal behavior 

linking the action of an offender on the scene of the crime to hi s or her psychological profile. A 

teclU1ique has been developed to reduce the search space of possible BN structures by modifying 

the greedy search K2 learning algorithm to include a-priori conditional independence relations 

among nodes. Once the BN model is constructed, an inference algorithm is used to pred ict the 

offender profile from the behaviors observed on the crime scene. The overall predictive accuracy 

of the model obtained by the modified K2 algorithm was 79%, showing a 15% improvement with 

respect to a model obtained from the same data by the original K2 algorithm. In fact, the 

predictive accuracy is found to increase with the confidence level provided by tbe BN. 
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execute them. Hence, a secondary objective of this paper is to show that there is a way of making 

all of the implications of Bayesian reasoning clear to lay people, without them having to 

understand any of the underlying mathematics. The implications of this in the legal profession are 

profound. Courts could eventually accept Bayesian arguments just as they accept forensic 

evidence without having to resort to explanations from first principles. Additionally, the results 

presented suggest that there may be reason for disquiet about the use of previous convictions as a 

basis for selecting suspects as is common Police practice. 

Violations of system security policy by authorized computer users present a major threat to 

information security. Kathryn et al. (1996) presented an itlliovative use of human behavior 

models for detecting and responding to intruders. A promising approach to detection and 

response is to model behavior of normal users and threats, and apply sophisticated inference 

methods to detect patterns of behavior that deviate from nornlal behavior in ways suggesting a 

possible security till·eat. This paper presents an approach, based on multi-entity Bayes ian 

networks, to modeling user queries and detecting situations in which users in sensitive positions 

may be accessing documents outside their assigned areas of responsibi lity. Such unusual access 

patterns might be characteristic of users attempting illegal activities such as disclosure of 

classified information. They present a scalable proof of concept behavior model, provide an 

experimental demonstration of its ability to detect unusual access patterns in simulated situaiions, 

and describe future plans to increase the realism and fidelity of the model. 

In addition, Rahel (2005) experimented on the appl ication of the Bayesian network for computer

assisted learner group formation based on personality traits. This study addressed two main issues 

in relation to forming effective heterogeneous learner groups to improve student performance. 

One was the task of developing a performance prediction model without administering exams and 
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the other was the development of a software too l to form effect ive heterogeneous groups. It took 

mathematics as the subject of the experimenta l study. The level of prediction accuracy was 

78.4%. 

In summing up, Bayesian networks have been fo und to have the following advantages (Rahel, 

2003): 

• They handle incomplete data sets without difficulty because they discover dependencies 

among all variables; 

• One can also learn about causal relationships between variables using Bayesian networks 

and the strength of the causal relationships with probabi lities 

• Considering the Bayesian statistical techniques, Bayesian networks facilitate the 

combination of domain knowledge and data. Prior or domain knowledge is crucia ll y 

important if one performs a real-world anal ys is; in parti cu lar, when data is inadequate or 

expensive. The encoding of causal prior knowledge is straightforward because Bayesian 

networks have causal semantics; 

• Independencies can be dealt with explicitly. They can be articulated by an expert, 

di splayed graphically, and reasoned about, yet they remain robust to numerical 

expressIOns. 

• Bayesian Network structure represents the inter-relationships among the attributes. 

Humans can eas ily understand the network structures and experts can modify them to 

obtain a better predictive model. 
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4.1 Introduction 

CHAPTER FOUR 

EXPERIMENTATION 

Thi s chapter discusses the appli cation and implementation of Bayesian netwo rk for modeling 

determinant facto rs influencing offenders to commit crime. The experimentation is conducted on 

records wh ich were coll ected from the Addis Ababa Police Commiss ion. In the following subsections 

the main concepts to be di scussed are : data co ll ection, preprocess ing, training and testing the 

class ifi er, model building using the TPDA-T and TPDA-Il and finally evaluation of the class ifi ers that 

are learned from TPDA-I and TPDA-JI using the BN PowerSoft software . 

4.2 Data Collection 

To develop a Bayesian network model from the data, we need to have the data itself in the first place. 

The data for this experiment was collected from the Add is Ababa Police Comm ission. The data that is 

col lected from the commiss ion was from the personal identification record of the criminal s. Addis 

Ababa Police Commission was se lected for three reasons. Firstl y, it is centra l repos itory for 

documents that are co llected from all sub-c ities of the city. Secondl y, the documents are in we ll 

organized manner that enables proper collection of the data. Third ly, they deal with cr imes that have 

huge impact on the victims, society and on the country at large. This is mainly due to the fact that 

crimes that have lower crime label rate are handled by the police stations resid ing at the sub-cities of 

the c ity. 

The genera l architecture that is followed in constructing the Bayesian network model is depicted on 

the next page. 
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The personal identification record of criminal contains much information regarding the crime. It 

has included the reports that are obtained from the criminals, witnesses, inspectors and also other 

information that are relevant fo r the ana lys is of crimes. Undoubtedl y, all these information 

contribute their share in the analysis of crimes. But only informatio n regarding criminals are 

selected due to the emphasis of the research on identifying ri sk facto rs that influence criminals 

than witnesses or inspectors. 

All of the collected records regarding the criminals were first in manual format. The process of 

changing the manual data into an electronic format was time taking, tedious and challenging. 

Moreover before working with the tool , fUlther preprocessing was conducted for handling 

outliers, miss ing values and other preprocessing tasks. 

4.3 Selection of Attributes 

Identification of impOltant attributes that are relevant for the correct prediction of factors that 

constitute higher crime trend and for the identification of the interdependencies among these 

attributes requires careful selection. The attributes that are selected for the purpose of this 

research with the discussion of the domain experts, review of literatures and their easiness for 

collection from criminal record are the fo llowing attributes: 

• Gender: Referred to the sex (masculinity or femininity) of the convicted criminal. 

• Age: Referred to the age of the convicted criminals. 

• Educational Status: Referred to the highest level of education the criminal had attained 

• Marital Status: Referred to the status whether the criminal has been married or not 
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4.4 Data Preprocessing 

T his is a step where the collected data was arranged in a fo rm that was suitable for further 

processing of the data using the BN PowerPredictor or BN PowerConstructor. The process of 

converting the raw records to be suitable for constructing the model using the Bayes ian network 

invo lved manual preprocess ing and automatic preprocessing. The manual preprocess ing involved 

removal of noisy and irrelevant data from the co llection that may have occuLTed in mistakes in 

data entry, omiss ion of values and inconsistencies . This has to be performed in view of the fact 

that the BN PowerSoft works only with complete data and those data records which have 

incomplete data for some attributes are di sregarded from the collected data. 

For automatic preprocessing of data, the Belief Network PowerSoft has its own data preprocessor 

tool ca lled Data PreProcessor. This tool is used for the preprocess ing of the training data which is 

then used for testing the prediction accuracy and for the construction of the model. This tool has 

three functions : converting data from other desktop database formats to Microsoft JET/Access 

(* .MDB) format (as required by BN PowerPredictor or BN PowerConstructor), for detecting and 

discretizing data field s that contain continuous data and fo r di viding the training data into internal 

training set and internal test set (as required by BN PowerPredictor). 

For instance, the attribute Age was first a continuous va lue beginning from 16 up to 75 years of 

age. This was difficult for BN PoweSoft either fo r learning Bayesian network class ifiers or 

constructing the Bayesian network model. Hence the attribute Age is di scretized, using the equal 

width discreti zation approach into tlu·ee categorical labels of Age<35.666, 35.666 < Age <55.3 

and Age >5 5.333 representing the young, middle-aged and the old respect ively. 
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After making proper rearrangement for these attributes and others, the attributes that are selected 

and their categorical labels are shown in the table below. 

Attributes Short forms Possible values 

Gender: Sex Male, Female 

Age: Age Young, Middle-aged, Old 

Educational level Lev Education 
Illitera te, Elementary and Junior, 

Secondary, College and above 

Committed In group Committedlngroup Yes, No 

Marital Status Marritalstat Married, Single, Divorced 

Religion Religion 
Orthodox, Muslim, Protestant, 

Other 

Occupation Occupation 
Unemployed, Business Man, Daily 

Worker, Employed 

Crime Scene CrimeScene Very Active, Active, Medium. 

Dependence Dependence Yes, No 

Crime Label Rate CrimeLabRate Medium, Serious, Very Serious 

Table 4. 2: Attributes that are selected for the purpose of the Research 

After preprocessing, the data is used for testing the prediction accuracy of the classifier and for 

constructing Bayesian network model for the personal identification record of the criminals. The 

following is a sample of the training dataset that was used for both testing the classifier accuracy 

and constructing the model. 
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loex I "ge I cuuca lonola us I ,,,arl .a,o,a e Iglon ccupallon I crime cene I uepenuen I commilleuirigroup I crime aU"a,e "ge _ u 
M 18 College and Move Single orthodox Unemployed Very Aclive yes Yes Serious <li66liffi 
M 38 Colleg~ and Move Married Orthodox Business Man Medium Yes Yes medium > li666ffi<55J3333 - -
M 27 lIIilrale Married Muslim _ Daily Worker Medium no Yes very serious <3566ffi6 -_. - - .-- , 

M 34 Elem~nlary and Junior ~1a~ied olthodox Business man Medium no No very serious <35.66666 
M 60 Secondary Married Ollhodox Business man Acl~e no No medium >5533333 
M _ 19 ElemenlalY and Junior Single orthodox _ Daily Worker -. VerlAclive yes No Serious <li.66Iiffi 
M 28 Secondary Single Muslim Business man Very Acl~e yes No Serious <35ffi666 
M 38 Secondary Married Orthodox Business man Very Acl"e no No Medium >35.66666<5533333 
M 48111ilrale Married orthodox Business man Aclive no No medium >li.ffi666<55 33333 
F 25 Seconqary Married Ort hodox Unemploye~ Aclrve No No serious <3566ffi6 - . ._- -

~ . __ 46 Colle.ge ~n~ Move S~gle _ orthodox Unemployed Acl~e yes _ .... _ No medium >35.66666<5533333 -- -. -
M 28, Secondary Single p,oleslant. Unem.ployed Acl~e ,Yes No mediurn <35.66666 

- •• ~-. T -- _.. >~. ~:--:-. -"~.- . _. 
M : 26 Elemen~y and JUlllor Single .. Muslim . Daily Worker Active no No medium <3o.ffi666 
M 21 S~c~nl!a ry .• ._ Single Orthodox Business Man Very Acl.~ Yes Yes Very Seri~us <35.66666 . _ .. 

'O • 

M 46 College and Move Married orthodox Unemployed Aclive no No medium > 35ffiffi6<55 JJ..133 

Figure 4. 2: Sample Training Dataset in Microsoft Access format after Preprocessing 

4.5 Building The Bayesian Network Model 

To work with BN PowerSoft package and its learning algorithm, the dataset is fed to the 

PowerPredictor which partitions the data internally to training and testing sets. For testing the 

accuracy and to give each data a chance to be part of the test set, the dataset was divided to ten 

partitions (lO-fold cross validation). The reason IO-fo ld cross validati on was selected is because 

it is highly recommended whenever we have a smaller or medium datasets and it is also used as a 

default for many packages (Cheng et. ai, 1997). Using the IO-fold cross validation, each partition 

was used exactly once for testing purpose and the remaining parts were used as training sets. 

These processes were repeated ten times so that each partition was used for testing purpose only 

once. Then the average of these ten experiments is reported as the prediction accuracy for 

experimentation. When 1572 records were fed to the network, the BN PowerSoft divided the data 

internally into training and test sets. The purpose of paliitioning the dataset is to learn from the 

patterns in the train ing set and check the accuracy and deviation of the test set from the already 
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trained dataset for the actual class label. Models were constructed using both the dataset (with out 

expert opinion) and combination of expeli knowledge and the dataset for improv ing the 

predication accuracy of the classifier. 

4,6 Testing The Network 

The BN PowerPredictior is first trained with the training dataset from which it learns the 

classifiers. To test the prediction accuracy of the learned class ifier, a test set is fed to the 

PowerPredictor. The BN PowerPredictor confers with the model based on the evidence values it 

has obtained from the training set. The PowerPredictor evaluated the probab ility values ass igned 

for the three categories of seriousness of the crime. ft then took the cri me label rate category 

having the maximum probability value and saved it together with the corresponding data record 

or class label. The following figure shows the previously assigned (actual) class label as well as 

predicted class label that is obtained after the BN PowerPredictor learned fro m the data and used 

it for classification purpose accordingly. 

:SEX, 'AGE' , 'EDUCATIONSTA TUS' , "MARIT AlSTAT", "RELIGION" ,'OCCUPATION', "CRIMESCENE' , "DEPENDENT" ,"COMMITIEDINGROUP" , 
I,'CRIMELABRATE",BNPP _OUTPUT,"Prab. MEDIUM";Prab. SERIOUS",'Prab, VERY SERIOUS", . 
1M ,"19" ,"Elemenlary" ,"single" , "orthodox" ,"daily worker" ,''Yery Aclive","yes" ,"na" ,"serious" ,''YERY SERiOUS" ,6.763377E·02,m0713,655295 
1M ,"29" ,"callege" ," single" ,"Muslim" ,"Business man" ,"Very Aclive" :yes" ,"na" ,"seriaus";'SERIOUS", 1960757 ,7677172 ,3420696~02i . 
! M, "37", "secondary" , "married"," orthodox', 'Business man' ,' Aclive" :na" ,"na" : serious' , "SERIOUS' ,.3772359 ,.3819908,.2407733 
! M , :'22~' :~.s~~~~r(:"s.i~gle:,"orthadax ~,"daily 'i!.~rk~r~,: M~di~m."~~~':no",:very s.eria~s",''YERY SERIQUS",4.378574,(.02,}991289,,!570853 : 
F.," 45." ,:~ec,a'2d a ry" , "ma rried".,~arlh.o.~ax~' , ~ernP'lo.y.~(, :Very Acl ~e: , : ' n a", 'no: ,"very seriaus" ;'YER Y SERIOUS",4 .01568,2E:02 ,.3749565,5848866 

: M ,~ ' 17:'.,"s,e,c~,n.iar( ,"sing l e." ," ortha~aX:,"unemp l.oy.e( ,'~Mediym" ,"yes:' ,"nO::,"very serious: ,."SERIOUS", 1071383,7316.253,16.12365. ' . . 
:M."?I" ,"secondary" ,"single' ,"orthadax" ," Busi~e~ man:,''Yery Acl"e" :yes' ,"na" :very seriaus" ,"VERY SERIOU~", 1815595,.3989608,.41~4797 
i t.!,~~~s~~o.~d.~f, "~ingle.'"".a_rt~adax~,~.u,n~~pJ~y.."d:, "Very ."£I ive:;~:v:.e~" ,':na" ,'s.e.'i~~~',.:?ERIOUS~',,21~~3 , . 695l51 ,!,~5.1.~3.~~·0] .... 
! M, "19" , "~e£an d.a r:y" , 'single" ,'~rt.ha~ax" ,"da~y' ,,!:ark.er", "Aclive" ,."Yes: , "no" ,:'seriaus' ,'VERY SERIOUS" ,1006.691 E·02 ,.34593,,25,,6240006 . .:. 

tv1 ,"27" ,"J~nio( , :S;ngle' ,"orthodo.' ,"unemployed::,:V.ery Ac l i~: ,:Ye~' ,':Ve.s" ,"ser io..uS:,~S~RlQUS" ,1.4812,81 ~·9.3.,98~8.8.5~,126.m.4.~·~2, .. ...... , 
1M ,"26" ,"secondary" :single" ,"arthodax" ,"unemployed" ,"Medium" ,"Yes" :no" ,"medium" ,"SERIOUS", 1071383,7316253, 1612365 I 

l M ,:38" ;"Ele,me.nlary" ,"M,,!ried :":~~had~X:' ,"Bu~~s man"," Act~e" ,"no" , "no", "mediu'll': ,"MEDIUM", 732198~, 1953.9.15,7 241 009E·02 '· 
,M,"38" ,"secor,dary" ,'single" ,"orthodox" , ' ~usiness man" ,"Medium" ,"no" ,'Yes" ,"serious" : MEDIUM" ,.49957 47 ,4S04585,49~6686E·02 
IM,"31 " ,"ill ilrale" ,"Married" :orthodax" ,"Business man" :Aclive" ,"no" ," no" ,"medium" ,"VERY SERIOUS" ,3001299 ,.2960821 ,401788 , 
: M ,"31 ","illiirale;," Married"," arthodo;;; , "'Busi~es s m~n ; ,"Medium" ," no" ," no", "medium","MEDIUM" ,5902559, 2008242,2089i98 
jM ,':18" , "junior","si~qle" ,"'mu; lim","daily worker;',"Acl ive" ,"Yes" ,"Yes" ,"serious" ,"SERIOUS';,4 593956E:03,9s51 496 ,0102565 . 

Figure 4 . 3 : A repor t generated by BN PowerPredictor for both actual and 

predicted class la bels with their assigned p robabli tites. 
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Datasets 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Average 

Accuracy 
72.71 74 .1 7 73.4 1 73.82 71 .88 75.14 73.96 70.89 74.86 71.61 73.25 

Ta ble 4 . 4 : The Prediction accu racies for each of the Datasets u sed 

From the table 4.4, the average prediction performance of the classifier without experts 

involvement in the network construction is 73.25% at 95 % confi dence interval. Though the 

result of this experiment is convincing, the accuracies was further enhanced wi th incorporation of 

the knowledge of the domain experts. 

4.7 Constructing the Bayesian Network Model 

4.7.1 Constructing the Bayesian Network Model when node ordering is not 

given (TPDA-I) 

TPDA learning algorithm with unknown network structure (when node ordering is not given) 

takes a database table as input and constructs a Bayesian network structure as output. Since node 

ordering is not given as input, thi s algorithm has to determine if nodes are independent or not and 

orient the edges in the learned graph (Rahel, 2005). 

Bayes ian network PowerConstructor is par t of the BN PowerSoft software package. It is used for 

buil ding the model either from data onl y or the combination of the experts' domain knowledge 

with the data. Among the several publicly available learning algorithms, the Three Phase 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

5.1 Conclusion 

Bayesian network can be used to model any situation where uncertainties and complexities 

highly exist (Heckerman, 1996). Learn ing the structure of the Bayesian network model that 

represents a domain can reveal insights into its underl ying causal structure, criminal modeling 

being one case. Moreover, it can also be used for prediction of quantities that are difficult , 

expensive, or unethical to measure (Norsy, 2007) 

In this research, Bayesian Networks technology had been used to model patterns that ex ist in 

personal identification record of criminals. The objective of thi s research was to investigate the 

potential applicability of Bayes ian Network technology in deve loping a model for determinant 

factors influencing offenders to commit crime. 

A total of 1572 records were co llected. These records were further preprocessed so as to make the 

data compatible with software used for modelling. 

The belief network modelling software that was employed for the purpose of this experiment was 

the Belief Network PowerSoft . A Three-Phase-Dependency-Anal ysis algo ritlm1 that is embedded 

in BN PowerConstructor was used for developing the model. The BN PowerPred ictor was also 

used for predicting the performance of the class ifier. 

Model building and testing were performed twice: when the order of the nodes was not given 

(learning the structure of the model merel y from data) and when the order of the nodes was 
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provided by the domain expelis. The former approach is named as TPDA-l and the latter one as 

TPDA-II. 

For both TPDA-I and TPDA-II, to avo id inconsistencies during the se lection of the (est and 

training datasets, the experiment was carried out by splitting the data using the 10-fo ld cross

va lidation 

The average of all the 10 test datasets' results was taken as a predictive performance of the 

model. Accordingly, the predictive accuracy of the model when the order of the nodes was not 

provided (i.e. TPDA-I) was 73.25 % at 95% confidence level. 

When the orders of the nodes were provided by the experts, a better perfo rmance was obtained. 

The average predictive accuracy obtained fo r TPDA-II increased to 75.78 % at 95% confidence 

level. This is mainly due to the intervention of the domain experts in process of model building. 

Though a beller result was obtained using TPDA-II (i.c. whcn the knowledge of the expert 

incorporated) to TPDA-I (learning only from data), both TPDA-I and TPDA-II have produced a 

convincing result in modelling the factors for higher crime trends. 

Experimental result show that the Bayesian network in general and Bayesian Network PowerS oft 

software package in patiicular found to be applicable in identify ing the patterns for the higher 

crime trends fo r the personal identification record of the criminals. Even though the BN 

PowerSoft is good predictor in the absence of the domain experts, its accuracy can further be 

enhanced with a proper intervention of a domain expert. 

Despite the fact that a comprehensive and properl y documented dataset were not used, the results 

obtained using the smaller dataset size and numbers of attributes are encouraging for further 

research work to be conducted in the area of crime and criminals using the Bayesian network. 
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The Po lice can make use of the result of this research work to identify issues or areas where to 

give emphasis to so that the rate and ex tent of crime be reduced. Furthermore, the result of this 

research work would enable to identify the kind of support and guidance that could be given to 

the criminals so that they could change to a productive society. Moreover the research would 

enable to device a mechanism to handle cri me from its root level since we can track from root 

cause to class label using the cause and effect relationship among the attributes using the model 

built. 

5.2 Recommendation 

In this research, the researcher has tried to present the potential applicability of the Bayesian 

network technology in modeling the impact of economical and environmental factors that has 

influenced criminals in committing the crimes in Addis Ababa region. In spite of many 

limitation, this research has revealed that Bayesian network is applicable for bui lding a model 

that is representative of patterns that are shared by many criminals .Based on the experimental 

result found and the experience acquired the following recommendations are forwarded 

• This research mainly focused on the environmental and social factors that are related to 

the crime. But for the research to have extensive implication different views from 

different areas need to be taken in. For instance, the psychological/personality di sorder, 

substance abuse (Addiction), history of previous crime and family condi tion of the 

criminals need to be included for better accuracy. 

• Different algoritluns that are either score based or constrain based or the combination of 

both can be tested for better accuracy of prediction. Since each approach has its own 
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advantages, a cOI]1bined approach could improve the predictive accuracy of the learned 

model. Hence it is recommended. 

• The size of the dataset has an impact on the performance of learning classifier. The more 

dataset size is provided to the learning tool, the better to spot the relationship among the 

attributes. This research is conducted on the smaller dataset. The applicabi lity and 

prediction performance of the predicted model can further be enhanced by using larger 

dataset size. 

• In this research the model was constructed only using the complete data set. But learning 

is also possible for incomplete dataset using different approximation algorithms which 

handle missing values. 

• BN can be used for reasoning in legal system. Compiling the evidences obtained and then 

reasoning based on the evidences for exact cause of the accident su that the jury make 

correct prediction 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A 

The Predicted Accuracies for Each of the Test Datasets Using TPDA-I 

(i) Partition 1 

Predicted 

Medium Serious Very Serious Accuracy 

Medium 464 49 75 78.91 

-I'CJ 
Serious :I 73 319 56 71.21 .... 

u 
<I: 

Very Serious 65 76 267 65.44 

(ii) Partition 2 

Predicted 

Medium Serious Very Serious Accuracy 

Medium 463 48 72 79.42 

-I'CJ Serious :I 67 .... 334 49 74 .22 
u 
<I: 

Very Serious 59 78 274 66 .67 
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(iii) partition 3 

Predicted 

Medium Serious Very Serious Accuracy 

Medium 462 51 77 78 .31 

-n:J 
Serious :::l 61 329 49 74.94 .... 

u « 
Very Serious 65 81 269 64.82 

(iv) partition 4 

Predicted 

Medium Serious Very. Serious Accuracy 

Medium 465 51 75 78 .68 

-n:J Serious :::l 61 332 51 74.77 .... 
u 
c:( 

Very Serious 64 76 269 65.77 

(v) partition 5 

Predicted 

Medium Serious Very Serious Accuracy 

Medium 453 54 82 76.91 

-n:J 
Serious :::l 71 324 53 72.32 .... 

u « 
Very Serious 63 83 261 64.13 
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(vi) Partition 6 

Predicted 

Medium Serious Very Serious Accuracy 

Medium 471 47 59 81.63 
-n:s 

Serious 53 74.38 
:::J 61 331 .... 
u 
<C 

Very Serious 59 80 283 67.06 

(vii) Partition 7 

Predicted 

Med ium Serious Very Serious Accuracy 

Medium 469 51 77 78.56 -n:s 
Serious :::J 61 327 49 74 .83 .... 

u 
<C 

Very Serious 65 73 272 66.34 

(viii) Partition 8 

Predicted 

Medium Serious Very Serious Accuracy 

Medium 443 57 71 77.58 -n:s 
Serious :::J 73 317 53 71.56 .... 

u 
<C 

Very Serious 87 80 265 61.34 
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(vii) Partition 9 

Predicted 

Medium Seri ous Very Seri ous Accuracy 

Med ium 
473 53 73 78.96 -ro 

Serious ::I 
56 337 37 78 .37 .... 

u 
< 

Very Seri ous 
69 75 271 65 .30 

(vii) Partition 10 

Predicted 

Medium Serious Very Serious Accu racy 

Medium 
45 1 55 87 76. 05 -ro 

Seri ous ::I 
69 322 53 72 .52 .... 

u 
< 

Very Serious 
63 83 261 64 .13 
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(viii)Partition 9 

Predicted 

Medium Serious Very Serious Accuracy 

Medium 479 47 67 80.78 -ra Serious :::I 51 346 34 80.28 ... 
u 
<t Very Serious 63 72 285 67.86 

(ix)Partition 10 

Predicted 

Medium Serious Very Serious Accuracy 

Medium 467 46 74 79.56 

-ra Serious 60 338 47 75.96 :::I ... 
u 
<t 

Very Serious 57 74 28 1 68 .20 
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